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Robert Half Technology
• Division of Robert Half International
• Places thousands of highly skilled IT professionals 

annually
• Project and full-time basis
• Initiatives ranging from web development and 

multiplatform systems integration to network 
engineering and technical support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initiatives ranging from web development and multiplatform systems integration to network engineering and technical support.More than 100 offices in North America, South America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific regionConduct ongoing research on IT workplace trendsRespected resource on IT hiring and employmentDivision of Robert Half InternationalPioneer in specialized staffingFounded in 1948Named to Forbes Platinum 400, an exclusive list of the best big companies in America, for the seventh yearWe are on Fortune’s list of “America’s Most Admired Companies”
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Today’s Agenda
I. Evolution of the 21st Century Support Center
II. Staffing Models Explored
III. Factors Affecting Staff Levels
IV. Staffing Issues
V. Metrics
VI. ITIL Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical support directors and managers are constantly being asked to do more with less. But how do you keep support center staffing costs low while still delivering outstanding customer service to end users? It’s all in the staffing.Today, we’ll look at how the 21st century help desk is evolving into a full-service support center, and how directors and managers need to balance the need to keep costs down and headcounts low while still delivering world-class support.Here’s a look at what we’ll discuss today.
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New HDI Focus Book

The Support Center in 
2011: A Report on the 
Future Trends Facing 
the Support Industry

• Released to members in 
January, 2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started, I’d like to make a plug for one of the newest HDI Focus Books, from which a lot of the data and themes from this presentation were borrowed.The focus book is based on insight from the leadership of HDI, specifically: the HDI Support Center Leadership Forum, HDI Executive Forum and HDI Strategic Advisory BoardAt the Strategic Advisory Board meeting in September of 2007, we met for 3 days on themes and topics of interest in the industry. One topic we covered was: “The Footprint of Support Centers 2010.” And we broke out that topic into 3 areas: People, Process, and Technology. We examined the trends, themes and topics of interest to the Support Center of 2010 in those areas.At this session today, I’d like to focus on one of those 3 trend areas: The People.The Support Center in 2011: A Report on the Future Trends Facing the Support Industry by: HDI Support Center Leadership Forum, HDI Executive Forum and HDI Strategic Advisory BoardEdited by Robert S. Last, HDI and Stephanie Santos, HDI
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I. Evolution of the 21st Century 
Support Center
• 1989: Help Desk Institute founded

– ‘Help desk’ was the most common term for people who 
resolved technical issues from customers (45%)

• 2002: Organization renamed HDI
• 2007*:

– Use of term ‘Help Desk’ down to 37%
– Use of term ‘Service Desk’ up to 19%

*Source: “2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey,” HDI Jan. 2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to acknowledge the change that our industry has seen in just the past 10 years. The traditional call center has evolved into so much more than just a siloed operation housing CSRs, help desk associates and analysts.It’s become the 21st Century Support Center.Here is some data from the 2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey
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21st Century Support Center 
Characteristics

• Enables employee productivity

• Gathers intelligence to improve the business

• Enables business alignment
– Improved productivity
– Increased success rates for new product and service 

introductions
– Increased service quality
– Reduced total cost of customer service and support
– Increased revenue potential

• But getting there all starts with the staffing!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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II. Staffing Models Explored
• Staffing Ratio Method
• Gross Staffing Level Method
• Erlang Software Method

• …and others are covered in HDI White 
Papers, Metrics Guides and Focus Books like 
The Executive’s Guide to Understanding 
Technical Support, by Bob Last

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no magic formula for determining the right  headcount in your support center.Your organization probably has made head count determinations based on a number of criteria long before you were managing staff.But it can’t hurt to familiarize yourself with some other models and frameworks used at other companies. HDI resources can help with that effortFor example, three popular methods of determining staffing levels, the Staffing Ratio Method, the Gross Staffing Level Method and Erlang Software Method, are described in great detail in The Executive’s Guide to Understanding Technical Support (HDI, Q3, 2005 by Robert S. Last).I won’t go into the details of those here today, but if you haven’t looked at HDI resources lately, I urge you to do so, because they’re constantly being updated.
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Benchmark the HDI Community

Other resources for staffing levels available at HDI’s 
new website:

• Interactive Library
• HDI Blog
• Ask the Expert
• Member Discussion Room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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What was ‘normal?’ (1998)
• Gartner survey* of 

end-user support 
ratios
– Average 87:1
– Median 83:1
– Highest 275:1
– Lowest 12:1
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*Source: Gartner survey of 33 organizations, from 1998 Gartner Research Note, 
“Transition Study Results: End-Uses Support”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in 1998, Gartner recommended median ratios in the 83:1 neighborhood.Source: Gartner survey of 33 organizations, from 1998 Gartner Research Note, “Transition Study Results: End-User Support”
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A Robert Half Technology* survey asked 1,400 
CIOs to compare …

• Actual versus ideal ratio of internal end-users 
to technical support employees at their 
company
– Mean response for Actual was 136:1
– Mean response for Ideal was 82:1

• Technical Support Center staffs are 40 
percent smaller, on average, than optimal

… Versus Today

*Source: Ratio of IT Support Staff to Employees Falls Short of Ideal, 
Aug. 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yet when our firm surveyed 1,400 CIOs nationwide last year, here’s what we found for ideal versus actual staff ratios.So while the ideal these days is still in the 80:1 area (like Gartner recommended 10 years ago), in practice, firms aren’t anywhere near this.
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III. Factors Affecting Staff Levels

Setting support operation budgets and staffing is a 
strategic business decision

• How tied to service level is your brand?
• What ratios are you finding to be typical in your 

industries? Are they changing?
• How technical and dispersed are 

your users?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting support operations budgets and staffing is a strategic business decision.Ask yourself these questions (Read from slide).
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Hypothetical Baseline

• Baseline ratio around 90 customers per analyst*
– Technical and mobile user bases earn a lower ratio 

due to higher complexity (1 : 80-110)
– Fewer analysts required for non-technical and static 

users (1 : 120-160)

*Source: The Executive’s Guide to Understanding Technical Support
(HDI, Q3, 2005 by Robert S. Last)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while most of us agree that our technical support function today is understaffed, it might help to look at the complexity of factors that help determine head count.21st century tech support managers have myriad elements to consider when examining staff levels.For the sake of discussion, let’s start with 90:1 as a generic baseline starting point for a hypothetical company.
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Further Adjustments
• The number of incoming calls/customers
• Diversity of calls
• Recent products or releases
• Difficulty of calls 
• Self-diagnostic/self-healing tools
• Chat functionality
• Percentage of workers who are virtual (roving) and demand 

more hands-on service
• Support for tools used by virtual workers (DSL, IM/chat, cell 

phones, social networking, wireless-anything)
• Use of IM, text, etc. by Millennials
• Level of service you want to provide: Is it part of your brand?

*Source: Footprint of Support Centers in 2011, HDI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But with that baseline, a lot of other factors come into play.The Focus Book “Footprint of Support Centers 2011” has a thorough analysis of factors.Here are just some of them (Read from slide).
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Goals Shape Staffing
• Compete at the cutting 

edge of innovation
25:1 or 50:1

• Compete on full service 
and overall value
60:1 or 100:1

• Compete on thin cost 
margin and scalability
125:1 or 200: 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple question of resource allocation and competitive position: Can a financial services institution afford to scrimp on support and carry average call delay times that are twice that of its closest competitors?At what point do operational savings lead to lost revenues?These are all factors in your staffing models.
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Know Your Business
• Are you over-delivering?

– The most efficient contact centers deliver optimized, not 
maximized, performance

• At what point do operational savings lead to lost revenues?
• Different industries call for different staffing profiles

– Technical audience vs. non-technical
– Mobile vs. static
– Public-facing vs. internal
– Critical services (i.e., financial) vs. non-critical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your business:Are you over-delivering?At what point do operational savings lead to lost revenues?Consider the staffing profile needs for your industry:Technical vs. non-technicalMobile vs. staticPublic-facing vs. internalCritical vs. non-critical services
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Know Your Business
• Align staff size to customer service expectation

– If customer expects 80 percent of calls answered in 20 
seconds, don’t spend more to answer 90 percent in 10 
seconds

– Determine staffing levels based on your service goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not wise to answer 90 percent of calls in 10 seconds (90/10) if the customer’s contract, SLA or expectation is 80 percent of calls in 20 seconds (80/20). If this is the case, reduce your headcount, save the direct labor costs and lower your performance to the target level.
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IV. Staffing Issues
• Full vs. part time
• Onsite vs. outsourced
• Turnover and retention
• Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we’ll talk about common staffing issues, including:Full-time vs. part-timeOnsite vs. outsourcedTurnover and retentionMonitoring
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Full Time vs. Part Time
• Part-time staff to handle projected spikes

– Seasonal demand
– New product launches

• Base part-time staffing levels on projected volumes 
and program requirements
– Part-time staff up to 40 percent of total*
– Tune compensation to ensure availability, competent staff

*Source: 51 Ways to Reduce Your Contact Center Costs, Sitel Corp, 2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider a FT/PT Split: In order to adequately handle volume swings, a mix of full-time and part-time employees or contract professionals is required.The optimal mix needs to be determined on the basis of predictive call volumes and program requirements.The part-time mix may be as low as 5 percent to as high as 40 percent.By varying the pay and incentive structure, you can ensure availability and competency in each group.
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Insource or Outsource
• It’s not as simple as “sub it out” or “keep it in 

house”
• Multitude of choices

– Retain the technology and the infrastructure
– Outsource the technology and the infrastructure
– Retain the infrastructure and technology assets
– Combine the people from the client and the outsourcer; 

redefine and jointly own the process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outsourcing doesn’t just mean “giving it to someone to handle for you.” You have to decide what elements of your operation you want to outsource, and you will need to establish firm management over the outsourced operation.There are a lot of ways to outsource or partially outsource a service center. For instance, you can:Outsource the people, training and process, but retain the technology and the infrastructure;Outsource the technology and the infrastructure, but retain the people, training and the process;Retain the infrastructure and technology assets, but outsource the people, training, business process and management of the assets;Combine the people from the client and the outsourcer, redefine and jointly own the process, then outsource just the platform dimensions of the technology.
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Turnover and Retention
• Too few employees?

– Unacceptably long 
average speed to 
answer (ASA) and time 
per event

– Customer abandonment 
rates skyrocket

– Burnout (worker morale 
suffers, absentee rates 
and turnover increases)

– Overtime costs rise

• Too many employees?
– Diminishing returns on 

performance metrics
– Costs out of alignment 

with investment
– Utilization rates drop to 

dangerous levels
– Help desk earns 

unwelcome scrutiny

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The balancing act between having too few or too many employees.Low utilization rates (with Phone in Ear PIE levels below 5.5 hours per day) can yield bored workers who become a detriment to others.
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Turnover and Retention

• You can’t afford to lose good people
– In 2001, the average cost to deploy a full-time customer 

service professional was $6,398*

– Adjusted for inflation in 2007 dollars, based on the 
Consumer Price Index, the cost would be $7,793

– This figure includes the estimated costs of advertising, 
recruiting, screening, interviewing, selection and induction 
training

– It costs a lot more to find people than to keep people

*Source: 51 Ways to Reduce Contact Center Costs, 2001, Sitel Corporation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure includes the estimated costs of advertising, recruiting, screening, interviewing, selection and induction training.Adjusted for inflation in 2007 dollars (latest available date), based on the Consumer Price Index, the cost comes to $7,793 (Source: BLS http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl)Varies by industry, but HDI estimates cost to replace tech support representative at 150 percent of salary (Source: Robert S. Last - phone interview, HDI)
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Retention Matters
• According to the 2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey, Level 

One Support Center employees move on quickly

• Average tenure for Level 1 in the Support Center*:
– Over 5 years 21%
– 5 years 5%
– 4 years 8%
– 3 years 19%
– 2 years 28%
– 1 year 15%
– Less than 1 year 4%

*Based on 938 responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey, Page 73:Average tenure in the Support Center at Level 1: Number of responses	938Over 5 years		21%5 years		  5%4 years		  8%3 years		19%2 years		28%1 year		15%Less than 1 year	  4%Survey also shows results for Level 2, Supervisor and Manager – tenure over 5 years increases at these levels.
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Turnover and Retention
• Techniques that can help

– Offer intellectual challenge
– Provide competitive compensation

• Benchmark against publications like the HDI Practices 
& Salary Survey or the annual Robert Half Technology 
Salary Guide

– Promote from within
– Empower your employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies have shown that some help desks can suffer 70 percent turnover. The churn results in high recruitment costs, poor customer service levels and loss of critical institutional memory. What to do?Even if you’re faced with a limited budget, there are techniques that can help you retain staff.Start by offering employees intellectual challenge. Technology professionals, in particular, want to keep building their knowledge and expertise. Give your staff opportunities to stretch their abilities by including them in new projects and initiatives.Provide a competitive compensation package. Government data and professional publications like the Robert Half Technology Salary Guide or HDI can help.Promote from within. By promoting from within, you’ll demonstrate to your staff that you recognize and reward hard work. It also shows them they don’t have to look elsewhere for career-growth opportunities.In a Robert Half Technology survey, CIOs polled said that 53 percent of their leadership positions are filled by candidates already working for their firms (March 2002).Empower your employees. Encourage them to take smart risks. You’ll not only make them feel they’re trusted and valued members of your team, but you also may generate creative ideas that benefit your call center.
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Monitoring
• Staff level monitoring is a year-round job
• Take monthly measurements and act immediately 

to close gaps
• Use proven models to make headcount arguments
• Delay or failure to respond will result in help desk 

turnover and degraded services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical to maintaining a successful staffing level is monitoring the support center’s Rostered Staff Factor and Shrink Factor.Calculating these numbers once a year will not give the support center manager the ability to report to management the trends affecting the center.Staffing calculations should be performed once a month and quarterly, and reviewed to determine if any trends have developed that require an increase in the support center’s staffing level.If a gap between existing staff and needed staff appears, it is incumbent upon the support center’s manager to lobby for increased staff to deal with the growing workload. Failure to take action will result in angry and frustrated customers and a staff that will burnout and change jobs.
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V. Metrics
• Customer service
• Employee satisfaction
• Cost and workload

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we’ll take a look at Metrics…
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Customer Service Metrics
• Events closed on initial contact (%)
• Average speed of answer (ASA)

– Total Time in Queue / Total Inbound Calls

• Abandon rate (%)
– (Total Abandoned Calls / Calls Inbound) × 100

• Events reopened (%)
• Time per event
• Customer survey results
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Employee Satisfaction Metrics
• Turnover rate (%)

– (leave the company)
• ‘Churnover’ rate (%)

– (leave the group but stay in the company)

• Formal training time
• Informal training time
• Sick days
• Employee survey results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Cost and Workload Metrics

• Did you know … many organizations do not know 
their actual cost of providing support?!

• Key cost and workload metrics:
– Total operating costs (including unallocated costs)
– Technical headcount ratio (%)
– Events per customer
– Time per event
– Utilization rate (%) (capacity variance)
– Closed events per technician
– Cost per customer/event/call

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surprisingly, many organizations do not know their actual cost of providing support. When management overhead, space, depreciation and training are considered, fully loaded support costs are often far higher than expected. Add to these known costs the additional cost of informal peer support, and the total real cost of support skyrockets.Few internal help desk operations have actually developed cost center reporting down to the help desk level. However, most world-class internal help desk operations run their organizations like stand-alone businesses, complete with real competition outsourcing vendors. Many support centers that have developed this capability must estimate some or all of the costs, such as rent and depreciation, passed on to them from the parent organization. To ensure that metrics are based on accurate, fully loaded costs, each help desk manager (working with the second-level manager or finance representative) should estimate the help desk’s total operating costs and develop an estimated cost center reporting mechanism that maps to the current internal cost center reporting format. This is similar to the strategy a company would take if it was assessing its financial position as a stand-alone business. For service management, it also provides a framework for evaluating the potential savings from outsourcing the help desk function.Cost and workload goals must be set by examining current levels of performance. This data is available from various cost center reporting systems and automated call distributor (ACD) reports.World-class help desks also maintain a very high technical headcount ratio (ratio of technical support employees to non-support employees) of 88 percent or higher. This helps keep the fully loaded costs of each full-time technical equivalent (FTE) to a minimum, since the FTEs are the people who actually deliver the technical support. FTEs do not include managers, administrators, dispatchers or other people who don’t serve customers directly.Events per customer generally remains constant for most help desks. Major new releases or upgrades will often cause a brief spike in these figures during the rollout process. However, proactive strategies such as root-cause analysis, training and planning network redundancies with automated failover will gradually eliminate work and reduce this figure over time. Some help desks have seen events per customer decrease by as much as 50 percent per year by applying these proactive strategies.Average time per event and utilization rate are generally considered to be “contra metrics.” Most help desk managers want to decrease the time per event while simultaneously maintaining or increasing the utilization rate (proportion of total hours spent on revenue increasing activity). If this happens, the closed events per technician will increase. This is a true measure of productivity, but it must also be used in conjunction with cost metrics to assess cost per customer and cost per event. Cost per customer and cost per event are excellent aggregate barometers of help desk efficiency. They may also be used for chargeback to other departments or to evaluate comparative costs from an outsource vendor
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VI. ITIL Considerations

• ITIL v3 was published in May 2007, with 5 key 
volumes:

1. Service Strategy
2. Service Design
3. Service Transition
4. Service Operation
5. Continual Service Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITIL v.3 was rolled out last spring.I’m sure that all of you are completely versed on the benefits of ITIL, have completed a v.3 rollout and are just sitting back and enjoying its rewards, right?Well, if that’s not the case, I urge you to check out an article in SupportWorld’s November/December 2007 issue: “Easy ITIL: Getting to Done,” by John Sundberg (shown on next slide…)
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Adoption Rates Vary Greatly

• From as low as 6 percent … to as high as 71%
• Aperture Research Institute reports*:

– 29% of “100 data center organizations across a 
range of industries … have implemented ITIL.”

• 2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey
– 32% of companies have implemented ITIL

*Source: Aperture Institute Report: “ITIL is Gaining Momentum but the Data Center is 
Slow to Adopt,” Aug. 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adoption rates for ITIL vary greatly, from 6 percent to 71 percent.Aperture Research Institute, 29% of 100 data center organizations have implemented ITIL.According the 2007 HDI Practices & Salary Survey, 32% of respondents are using, planning to use or have used ITIL. (page 46).
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ITIL: Getting Started

• Don’t wait for the software to be perfect before implementing 
ITIL

– Give your vendor feedback for future releases
• Provide training for your team members and project 

managers
– Consider bringing in a vendor-agnostic ITIL training 

consultant
• Forget about CMDB

– Wait until configuration management DB software becomes 
more user friendly

– Focus first on people change (cultural change)
• Start with a service catalog

– Document the IT services your support center provides and 
allow users to request them via a catalog

*Source: SupportWorld, Nov./Dec.2007, “Easy ITIL: Getting to Done,” pp. 34-38, 
John Sundberg.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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HDI Resources
www.thinkhdi.com
• HDI Member Tool Boxes 
• Focus Books
• SupportWorld
• eNewsletters
• HDI White Papers
• Vendor white papers
• Industry reports
• SPIN Seminars 

• Interactive library
• Ask the Expert
• HDI Blog
• Member Discussion Room
• Conference Presentations
• Metrics Guides (Volumes 1-3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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